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tract. In this work, the two abstract automata @CM0 and &-GCMO are introduced. A GCMo 
machine whose primitives are the basic euclidian operations with compass and ruler. It is 
shown that some elementary geometric problems can indeed be solved by a GCM,-algorithm. On 
the other hand, our definition of GCM,-constructible functions is so restrictive that not even the 
perpendicular projection of any arbitrary point I E E” onto thz x-axis can be GCM,-constructed. 
Therefore, the &-GCMO is introduced which has the additional capability to execute jumps 
under the condition that some x is in &. We shall give a general class of oracle sets d which 
yield a real extension of the class of constructible functions, and we shall consider another large 
class of oracles which do not. The last of our theorems deals with a uniform time bound of 
different constructions effected by nondeterminkic GCM,-operations. 
ctio 
A precise definition of geometric automata is a fundamental problem of computa- 
tional geometry. One of the first solutions to this problem can be found in [8, p. 281, 
where Shamos and Preparata introduce an extended which can apply the 
four basic arithmetical operations to the X- and y-values points in IE’. Also the 
geometrical Turing machine in [9, pp. 260-2691 is an automata theoretical approach 
to geometric algorithms. 
In contrast to these concepts, we now present a machine model whose primitives 
are immediately based on the oldest geometrical tools, i.e., compass and ruler. Our 
automata will generate circular and straight lines, and they will be able to construct 
their points of intersection. 
At first sight, the p roblem of defining such automata an 
is very easy and can be solved by formal description of well-known eu 
constructions. ut in reality, a reason 
is rather complicated as far as this intersection 
(Note that already the intersection 
oints.) 
ifficult 
the euclidian drawing tools; a large cdectio 
ata ca 
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In this article, we want to confine ourselves to the de 
automata nd their basic properties: Section 2 is devot 
geometrk construction machine of type 4) ( 
Section 3. In Section 4 the GC 
The general terminology used is as follows. 
whereN:={O, 1,2,...). E is the empty wo 
tuple t is written as pri( t). Given a relation 
def(R) is the set {uE Ul( 
{vE Vl(u, v)E R} (=(R(u)), if R is a function). The X- and y-axis of the plane 
Cartesian coordinate system are called G, and G,,, respectively. For 
P, Q, R E lE2, P, Q is the line segment between P and Q, d( P, Q) is its 
(P; Q, R) is the circular line around P with d (Q, R) as its radius; K( P, r) is the 
circular line around P with the radius r > 0. 
The aim of this section is to present a precise definition of our first geometrical 
automaton, the GC 0. As already mentioned, the basic operations of these machines 
are those of a drawer with a ruler and a pair of compasses. 
It may be that the structure of oplr geometric automata is more complicated than 
necessary; but the great advantage of our definitions is that they can be modified 
very easily. It is no problem to extend the capability of the GCMO concept (see 
Definition 4.1) or even to create a machine model GIZM1 based on drawing tools 
that are different from those of the GCMO concept. Note that this is actually done 
in [4] (Definition (2.1 and in [5]; moreover, Hut enbeck’s paper [S] contains 
a definition of the GC which is not so formal as ours and easier to understand. 
In order to introduce the GCMO, we will now define some terms closely related 
to these automata. 
. Let lP:=lE’, G:={GsP(G is a straight line} and H:={KEPIK is a 
Then U := P v G v K will be the universe of our geometrical machines. 
Their instructions and the names of their storage registers will be words over the 
alphabet C := ( , . . . ,z, la,.” u 7 2, a?. . .) 0, 54, 0,. . . , 9, ;, ,, ., :, =, E, (,), I, n, 
{ ,}, \}; this alphabet may contain more symbols than necessary, but this is not bad. 
ny kind of geometric objects. 
7 and ~7, straight lines in 
is a name for a register 
s and circles is denoted 
will contain all registers 
ste 
c 
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T = P, G, K. The set of these functions is oted by CONTENTS. (we wish ~0 
point out the following convention: very often denote the contents of a 
register by the corresponding capital letter with a subscript; e.g., K7,,3,44 is the circle 
stored in k7,13,44.) 
A further feature of our geometrical machines will be the set STAT consisting of 
the three st uring their construction the automata remain in the state 
N(orma1). ve to execute an im ossible geometric operation, e.g., 
finding the point of intersection of two parallel lines, they run into the state E(rror). 
When they have finished their work without any incidents, then they enter the state 
F(inis). In order to describe precisely some state of computation of such a geometric 
automaton, we will conisder the following data: 
- the current objects stored in the memory, given by some fe CONTENTS, 
- the current state Z E STAT, 
- the tuple w E aJ* of the geometric objects which are already output, 
- the number Y of the current program line. 
Therefore we make the following definition: Any tupie c E CONF:= CONTENTS x 
STAT x U* x N is called a conjiguration. 
A situation S is a set of configurations. Since our automata will be able to execute 
nondeterministic operations, the resulting configuration after a particular number 
of steps is not always unique. Therefore we will often consider the situation of all 
configurations which are possible after k E N steps. 
In the following definition, we introduce our basic geometrical machine model. 
A geometric onstruction machine of type 0 (GC 0, plural: GCMOs) 
= (UJ, 2, W,. CONTENTS, STAT, cx, U.I, C 
The first eight components are the same for every GC only the last two 
are individual. U, 2, WU, CONTENTS and STAT are already defined above, and 
we now have to comment on the further components. 
(x : lP* x G* x K” + SIT is the input function. For any input tuple t = 
(~,,~w.,P,,G,,...,G,,K,,..., ), the initial situation is a( t) = ((f,, N, E, 
where x describes the following 
fl(p+= PT, if x(1,. . ‘, k}, elsefl(&= (O)O), 
A(qT):=(l(O),f;(rr):=(OIf), or TEN*, 
f,(gT) := 6,, if TE { 1,. . . , I}, else ft(gT) := GX, 
J;(kT):=#,,if rE{I,..., pn): else f,( kr) := unit circle aroun 
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the current contents of the memory. All of these 
if the CQNDITION is satisfied; otherwise the rf; 
(1) write(&); (f( 5,) is output.) 
(2a) v, :E yin point 6: intersection between f ( yl) an f( yz) is stored 
in 3,. CO N: The lines are not parallel.) 
(2b) T, :E y,nK,; (Or w 1 :E K,n y,;) (CON ITION: f (7,) n f (K,) COnSiStS Of 
exactly two points The machine nondetesaministically ta 
two points of f( y,) nf(K,) and st 
(2c) g, :E Y, n K,\{.%); (or 171 :E K, n Y,\{7&) & ITION: f(r,)nf(K,) 
consists of exactly two points, and f ( 7r2) is one of them. Then A4 loads just 
that point of intersection into vl which is unequal to f(q).) 
(2d) ?T, :E K, n K2; 
(2e) T, :E K, n K2\{ 7~2); (The CONDITION and the meaning of these commands 
are analogous to those of (2b) and (2c), respecklely.) 
(3) y, := (q , TV); (The line through f (v,) and f ( n2) is loaded into y, . CQNDI 
TIQN: fk,) #fh)=) 
(4) K,:=( ml; r2,d; (fk) b ecomes equal to the circle around f( m,), whose 
radius is the distance between f( r2) ax! f(q). CONDITION: f( r2) # 
f(%)*) 
6) 5, := 52; (f(L) is copied to 5, .) 
(6) nop; (dummy-statement) 
(7) end. (last instruction of every program). 
(%***9 p,), n a 1, is the program of 34; its only statement of type (7) (i.e., “end.“) 
is qo,. 
The transition function (T for situations of M is defined as foXows. For any situation 
S, o(S) consists of th configurations which can be generated by applying the 
current instruction of to some c E S. Therefore we define o(S) 
Let now c = (A 2, W, v); if Z = E or Z = F, then o(c) = c. If the C 
<pU is not satisfied, then (T(C) := ,((A E, w, v)}. Otherwise the state N 
and a(c) can be evaluated according to the interpretation of Qy g 
some typical exam 
&1 I= C(f, N, ws (51 J, v + 1 )I= 
is of the type (2a), (2b) or (2d), i.e., n, := f, n 12, then U(C) :- 
((8, N, w, v+ l)lg(q) Ef(&)nf(Y2), g(y) 5) for 5 # r,}. Note that this situ- 
ents in the cases (2b) a 
, thexl we define a{ c} := {(f, N, w, v + 1)); if pv = “end.“, then a{c} := 
Now the kth iteration of ~_YJ- is called ck. 
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Let us now define 
output effected by a 
erms describing the sequences of configurations an 
ion 2.3. Given a G@ with r.he program (pl,. . . , cp,,) and the transition 
function U. Let T G P* x G* x K*, T’S L” and 
(i) A sequence (Q) of configurations is call ce iff, for any k, ck+, 
constructs the re 
conditions are satisfied: 
(a) The situation an (a(t)) only consists of configurations (. , 
(b) +“(a( t))) = R(t). 
(This means that the sc?t of possible -outputs w is equal to the set of those 
w E U* that have the p~>perty (t, w) E R.) 
gle 2.4. Let T = {(PI, PJ 1 P, , P, E IFP, P, # P2} and R := (((PI , P*), Ps) 1 
Ps form an equilateral triangle). Then the following program (50~. . (p5) yields 
GCMo AI constructing R (see Fig. 1) 
pl: kl := (pl; pl, ~2); 
4p2: k2:= (~2; pP, ~2); 
4p3: p3 :E kl n k2; 
q4: write( p3); 
q5: end. 
Fig. 1. 
ote that for any input t = (PI, P2) E T, the points (i = 1,2) are actually stored 
in the register pi; this immediately follows from the de nition of the input func- 
tion 0. 
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In this section, we shall first show that a lot of si le geo 
,-solvable; however, we shall see later that the class of 
F : P + P is extremely small. 
At first sight, many of the following theorems may be unnecessary, because they 
only translate some well-known euclidian constructions into terms of CC 
in reality, this transfer is far from being self-evident (see Remark 3.3, the beginning 
of the proof to Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.8); therefore any GC& construction 
ought to be studied carefully. 
We begin our collection of GC ,-solvable problems with the followiwg theorem. 
Let T := {(PI, P2) E P x IFP 1 PI f Pz}, and for any pair (PI, Pz) E T, let 
Pz) bk the midpoint of the line segment P, , Pz. Then F can be constructed by 
some GCIUO M. 
We solve the proble by transforming the well-known construction of the 
rpendicular into a o-program (see also Fig. 2): 
kl := (pl; pl, ~2); 
k2:= (~2; pl, ~2); 
p4 :E kl n k2; 
p5 :E kl n k2\(p4}; 
82 := (P4, pa 
gl := (pl, p2); 
p3 :E glng2; 
write( p3); 
end. Cl 
The next theorem de;& with GCM,--constructions of paral?&. 
core Tharc is some GC o M with the following capability: after ifrput of a 
aight line’G,, a poiozt P, and an suxiliary point P2 E G,, P, f P2, the mtomaton 
comtructs that line GO thro arall@’ 0 G, . 
: T+Q is coy0 
G,) is the line just described.) 
cts t oint 
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Fig 2. 
Fig. 3. 
n consequence, the cir 
with 6, consists of two 
(3) For every it2 {4,5}, 
point Qi which I 
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rough arbitrary points PI without using any auxiliary 
oes not exist. Otherwise we could easily treat 
ich constructs the projection F: P + P onto GY, i. 
’ must only generate the to the x-axis t 
.8 implies that F is not 
After this remark it is understandable that the following CZ o constructions of 
perpendiculars also require auxiliary input points or the restriction to special cases. 
(construction of perpendiculars). 
(a) Let 7’ be the same set as in Theorem 3.2. For any ( F, , B2, G,) E T let 
(PI, P2, G,) be the perpendicular to G1 through PI. Then there is a GCMo 
constructs PERP using the auxiliary p 
(b) Let X :=((P,, G,)lP+ G,} and 0 ,) be the orthogonal line to G, 
through P, E 6,. ?%en ORTH can be constructed by so_me GCMo 
The machine M mentioned in statement (a) starts with constructing that 
point PS c (PI, P2) n (&; PI, P-J which is unequal to PI. Then the circle K1 := 
(PI; PI, P3) must intersect G, in two distinct points P4 and &. Finally, M generates 
and outputs the mid-perpendicular Go = PERP( PI, P2, G1) of P4 and PS. 
The program of the automaton M’ in part (b) begins with the statement ‘%I:= 
( p 1, ~0, 90);" generating the unit circle K, around PI. G2 := ORTH( PI, G,) is the 
mid-perpendicular of Pz, P3 E G, n K1. 0 
LetC,,:G,+G,, P~=(x,IO)H(0)X1)andC1,,:G~-,C,,P,=(O)y,)~ 
(y, IO). Then Cx,, and Cyx are GCMo-constructible. 
The following machine constructs CXY. After input of PI = (x, IO), !kJ 
generates the y-axis G3 = ((OIO), (Oil)) and the line G4:= ((1 IO), (Oil)). (Note that 
u-m, (1 lo>, (011) are available.) According to Theorem 3.1, 1M generates the 
midpoint P4 = (0.5 10.5) of the line segment ‘<1Toi<oll>; P4 is a~ appropriate auxiliary 
point to execute the operation G5:= pAW( PI, I$, G4) described in Theorem 3.2. 
ps = C.+ (PI) is the intersection of G3 and G5. C,,X is constructed in an analogous 
way. 0 
ere exists k CM, 
pint (x! i x2 j (i.e.9 iW constructs the 
6% I J4.) 
-ombitiing afy points (x1 IO) and (x2 IO) to a 
function F: Gx x G, ++, ((x, IO), (x&N)- 
f P, = (x,IO) and P2= (x@), it genersnt 
the x-axis is still stored in gl. Then 
t follows that PO:= (x1 1 x2) is 
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These operations can be used to simulate the arith eticaI operations in the 
following way. 
heorem 3.7. Given the functions 
ADD:~xx~.pIFD, ((x, IO), ww+(x1+xzIo)~ 
SUBTRACT: c, x 6x + P, ((x1 lo>, (X;!lWd% -&IO), 
MULT: Gx x G, +P, (h lo>, ~~*lw~(x* d9, 
DIV: G, x (Gx\{(OlO)})+R ((x, 1% (~&b-+h/~~~0)~ 
‘Tlzen ADD, SUBTRACT, MULT and DIV can be GCM,,-constructed. 
At first sight, this problem seem- 3 t;; fia-x a -~e;*y sin+ solution, which can be 
seen in Fig. 4. A GCMo IW outputs the intersection of G, and the circle Ki := 
(P,; P2, P3) around (x, IO) with the radius Ix& %tt this construction fails for the 
following reasons: 
( 1 a 
(b) 
the point of intersection is not unique ant the wrong result (x, - x2 IO) may 
be output; 
in the case of x2 = 0 the GCMO runs into the error state E when genxating K1. 
Proof. A complete proof can easil;! be obtained by combining the results (2.3.1 f)- 
(2.3.i4) in [4]. Here we confine ourselves to the construction of ADD. 
Fig. 4. 
Therefore we have to consider a ore compiicated GC in order to construct 
ADD; part (1) of its algorithm can be seen in Fig. 5, the parts (2) and (3) are shown 
in Fig. 6, and the fourth step is given in Fig. 7. 
(1) M denotes the JJ-axis by Gz, it loads (O If) into p4 and stores the 
of (ols), in p.?. After this, it executes the operations Gi := 0 
(i - - $4). 





(2) M generates the point P6 by intersecting G4 with G5:= iPI, P3). Result: 
m = --0,;. 
(3) Construction of the point P8 with the property that x% = -(olo>.$ 
86 := (~0, ~6); 
p7 :E g3ng6; 
$7 :- (Ip2, p?); 
p8 :k gIng7; 
(4) Obviod!r, 
J%9 ps” l -co,++(o= -O,(x,+~ 
and the output point _F$.:= (x1 + xz IO) capa be easily constructed 
linm G x == G, ad G, := (Pgg 
by intersecting the 
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Fig. 7. 
On the other hand, the function F: IFP + IP, (xl, y,)w (xl + y, IO) is not GC 
constructible. This fact is a consequence of the following theorem, which has already 
been mentioned in Remark 3.5: 
Theorem 3.8. Let F: 5’ + IP be GCM,-constructible. Then F is a constant or F is the 
identity Id,. 
Proof. Our claim immediately follows from Theorem 4.4, which is a stronger version 
of this theorem. Cl 
It should be remarked that the class of the constructible functions 6;: T+ P 
becomes much greater if T is a proper subset of P. On ihe other hand, even the 
most primitive euclidian operations require an extension of the GCM,-concept. 
Therefore we shall now equip our geometric automata =+lith conditional jumps. 
Let & E P’ x 45” x K”‘, where 1, I’, b” A geometric con 
type 0 with the oracle 0) is a IO-tup 
(o_J, 2, w,, CONTENTS, STAT, cy, 0, CO . . z P,,), d with t 
properties: The first s onents are the same as in De 
CQM,d consists of all structions and the following jumps: 
@a> got0 p; 
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The program ( ipI. . l qn) is a finite sequence of elements 0 ,+ vn is the only 
end-statement, and there is no jump statement with an ad ress greater than nr. 
The descriptioin of the traPt&ion function rr can be transferred almost word for 
word from Definition 2.2; we only have to deal with the case of S = {c} = {(f, 2, W, IV)), 
where 2 = N and the type of PO, is ($a> or (8b). In the first case, a({ c}) := {(J; N, w, y )} 
and in the secon case u(S) depends OR the behavior of a := (f( ?jr,), . . . , f( WI), 
fCYA l l ’ 3 fin4 fWr l l l 3 f (K,")): If a E .SS! then a(s) := {(f, N, w, p)),, else o(S) := 
KL N w, v+ 1)). 
Some typical examples of oracles are the line J& := G, E P or the geometric 
relation .& s ff x K, given by .J& := {(P, K) 1 P E K}; consequently, any &-KM0 
can decide whether a point is situated on a circular line. 
Note that now the situations ffk( K,) may contain configurations c = ( . , hf, . , K) 
and c” = ( . , IV, . , 2) with different statement numbers K and K”. Therefore we have to 
modify the second part of Definition 2.3: 
efinition 4.2. Given an &-GCMO A4 with the program (ql. . .4p,) and the transition 
function U. Let T, T’ and R be the same objects as in Definition 2.3. Then we say 
that M constructs the relation R, iff for every t E def( R), there is some u E N such 
that the situation o”( a( t)) (instea of cr”(ru( t))) satisfies the conditions (a) and (b) 
of Definition 2.3. 
0ur first result about the .&GCM,s states the following. If & is an appropriate 
oracle, then the set of all .s&GCM,-constructible functions is greater, than that of 
Theorem 3.8. 
Tbeore 3. Let SI c IIP such that there exist two points Q,, = ( uO, vo) and Q, = (u, 1 v1 j 
with the following properties: Q0 ti &, Q, E A? and QO, Q, E &p x Q (i.e., uo, vo, u, , v1 E 
CQ). Then every function F : [Fp + I1p can be constructed by some ,&GCMO, ij’ there are 
polynomjals p, q : R2 + R and r, s : R* + R\(O) with the following properties: 
(a) p, q, r, s have only integer coeficients. 
(p) For every PI = (x, 1 y,), the equation 
PbhYl~ld%Y*) js trtle 
AXI,YIh(XlrYJ l ) 
(In this case we say that F is ratio!r’gI integer.) 
It is clear that both coordinates of F(P,) can be obtained by applying the 
ask arithmetical operations to x1 and yl . Therefore, Theorem 3.7 yields the 
constructibility of F, if only the points (x, IO) and (yl IO) are available. These points 
are constructed according to Fig. 8. The machine 1M first initializes g2 with G,,. 
cts the points Qi (i = 0, I); then the coordinate system is shifted 
w origjns Qi (i = 0,l); this is y constructing the lines GO,i := 
GE,i:=(Qiy (UiIVi+l)).( ese points ai e elements 
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of Q x Cl; therefore M can generate them by an iterated application of the operations 
described in Theorem 3.74 
The next step is that asks whether or not P, is in A!, IF Y 
that PI # Q0 and can shift the coordinate system into the new origin 
the operations G3 := 00, G,,d and Gs:= ~jWP,, Qd%,d. 
section of the x-axis Gr wit G4 is equal to (x, (0), and (0 1 y,) E C2 n G3. Finally, 
an application of the Cyx. ( cordirrg to Theorem 3.5) has the result (y, IO). Note 
that Fig. 8 is based on this case. IF NO, then M executes the same construction 
using Q, instead of QO. 0 
G2 = GY 
-- GCJ 
Fig. 8. 
On the other hand, there exists another general class of oracles which ck not 
effect any extension of the set of constructible functions mentioned in Theorem 3.8. 
Let d c 6” be an oracle sel. Theta re only two types o&functions 
F: P + P w&h are constructible by smze &GC F = IdP (= identity on P) or 
F = constant. (An example of szdch an oracle set is d’ = {(G’, G’) 1 C=’ ispamllel to G”.}.) 
P~QoF. Let us first outline the idea of our argumentation. We shall show by induction 
that the only nonconstant objects which are ;~ra 
t = PI itself and some circles around P, with co 
generate any other object, we can find some in 
this must r~i. haypp~ - “a under my circumsaances 
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capability of M to use the oracle d does not help, because the only straig 
which M can produce do not depend on t = PI - 
We 170~ consider the formal version of our proof. For every t E P an 
want to construct he &i isns Kt,u = <.6,,, J&, wt,“, ptJ and the sets A,, & E 
W,, C”, Dv 6 Ww with the Vvirlg properties: 
(a) For any t E$, (I(&,,~~ is an M-sequence and Kt10 =Kt (see Definition 2.3). 
Moreover, the numb r of the current instruction does not depend on t so that we 
can define: (W) pb 
(b) For every and C,U D,= WK. Moreover, the objects stored 
in the registers 6 u C, are independent from t (i.e., constant), while every 
6 E B, always contains t nput point t E P and every 6 E D, always contains a circle 
around t E: IP whose radius r is independent from t (i.e., ft,,(s) = K( t, r)). 
For v = 0, we defiq, IG,~:= (f,, N, e, l), AO:= WP\{pl}, Bo:= {pl}, Co:= WK and 
Do:= (b. Then (a) and (b) follovu immediately. 
Let Kt,h, A,, I&, CA, DA be ah-e&y defined for 0 c A 6 v. Then the (v + 1)st step 
depends on the sh@c of the current instruction qPtV). 
Cse 1. qP,.) is no,t of the types (2a)-(2e), (3) or (4), i.e., (gPtV) contains no 
CONDITION. 
In this case we de ,‘,1;+1 as the only element of c{K,,,}. Note that the 4th 
component of K t,v+l is independent from t, particularly as t does not influence the 
effect of conditional juflps. The sets A,+l, . . . . Dv+l are the same as their pre- 
decessors (with respect o u) up to the following exception. Let (So = “5 := 6;” 
such that 6 and 6 belang to different sets U, and Vv, respectively (e.g., SE UU = C,, 
&z v,= .); then we have to define UV+, := V,\(J), V,+l := Vyu ({} in order to 
maintain the proper&, (a) and (b). 
Case 2: The type of qPtU) belongs to (2a)-(2e), i.e., ‘pP(y, = “7q :E l n 6;” or 
“7r, :E 6 n &\{7;r,};“- 
If 6, SE WG u C,, the0 their contents do not depend on t, nor does the resulting 
intersection. This me;ans that even in the case of ambiguous points of intersection, 
ft,val(7rl) can be made iDdependent from t. According to this, we select for any t E P 
the configul-ation I(+, 3- 1 E CT{ +,}. Moreover, we define A,+1 := A, u {ml}, B,,, := 
B %I* 
e shall now show Chat this is the only situation which may occur. Let 6 E WG ci C,, 
5 E D,,. Then the coflstant straight or circular line ft J 5) is intersected with the circle 
A+(&) around t with a ,@st;Pnt radius. But then w’e can find some input t E P such 
that these lines have no common points and the CONDI~TION of q,+,) is not 
satisfied. This means kh;se such an instru&ion (pPtVj must not ha In the came 
wa’ ?he opposite case of 5 E war; u &I),, 5 E D, can be excluded. In ion, tne case 
of BJ~ 5 E D, is impo%Ie as it imples the intersection of two concentric circles. 
&se 3: cp,( rj) is Of tg;je (3) Or (4), i.e., <pPtv) = “y := (r’, n”);” or qpp(vI = “K := 
(T; T’, 7T”);‘T 
Let us first realize t th Gases (3) ax! ( T’ and T” must be in A,,; otherwise 
at least one 62 thes? ?egiS rs Wu~$ Cwhafaitg the in therefore we 
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could find some input ?’ such that f;T.,( TTr) = fr,*( d') so that A4 would run into the 
error state E. Consequently, the resulting line x,“+,(y) is constant, and the circle 
fi,V+l(~) has a constant radius and is centered in t or in some point independent 
from t. 
Now the construciion of our M-sequences (K,,,) and of the sets A,, B,,, C,, 
ready. 
We text recall that the numbers p(v) are independent from t E I? This means 
that there is a fixed v’ such that for every t the configuration K,,“# visits the output 
statement “write 5;“. If 6 E A,P then a constant point is output; if l E B,., then for 
every t the point t itself is written. 
Consequently, the sequence (K,,,) effects the construction of a constant function 
or the identity; but we have assumed that A4 constructs afunction F; hence Definition 
4.2 and Remark 2.5 imply that every -sequence co = K,, cl, c2, . . . effects the output 
of F(t). Since (K,,,) is such an M-sequence we can indeed conclude that F = constant 
or F=IdP. Cl 
The last fundamental result about our geometrical automata deals with the 
following problem. If an ,a4-GCMO works on some input t, the nondeterministic 
operations may affect difIerent stages of construction. But sometimes it is useful to 
know that all of these times of computation can be bounded by one constant (e.g., 
such a bound v is required when an ti-GCMO constructs a relation; see Definition 
4.2). Our next theorem gives a sufficient condition for the existence of such a time 
limit. 
4.5. Let .&’ be an arbitrary oracle, M an AGCM, and t t P* x G* x K* an 
arbitrary input. Suppose that for any sequence (ck) (see Definition 2.3) with co = K,, 
there exasts ome 1 such that pr2(cI) E (E, IF). (This means that every M-construction 
eflected by the input t terminates.) Then all of these number.9 1can be bounded by a 
UI livzrsal c0nstcPn t L. 
rocpf. We represent the operations of M in the following directed tree B = ( V, R), 
which might be infinite. Its set of vertices consists of all configurations which can 
be gene&Ted by applying the machine M to the input t, i.e., V = uPEN a”(~~}. The 
relation R is defined as {(c, c’) E V x VI c’ E a(c), prz( >:) -7 X); this means that R 
describes the effect of CT on those configurations c wlrose state pr2( c) is A!. 
B is a rooted binary tree, its root is K,. The vertices of out-degree 2describe t
configurations ( . , N, . , v) for which soy is a nondeterministic nstruction (2b) or (2d). 
The leaves are labeled with terminal configurations (. 9 F, . , .) or ( . , E, ., .), and 
every other vertices (including 
one relation between the root 
ina” con6gurz tion 
) or (., F, .) .). 
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In order to make an indirect proof, we shall no’w assume that B contains arbitrarily 
long (but terminating!) root paths and construct an infinite one, w resents 
an infinitely long computation of M Ihis will conflict with the hy of our 
theorem. 
To this end, we use the following notations. Let w = ( uO, ol, . . . , u, ) be an arbitrary 
root path; then we denote its length A by I( W) md define Ji( w) (i = 1,. . . , A) as 
follows: &(w) := 0 if Ui is the only or the left SOL of vi-1 3 &(I+*) + 1, if vi-1 has the 
out-degree 2and Vi is its right son. Let y(w) be that number which has the following 
representation i  the binary system: c(w) = (0. &( w) . . . &( w)& . Qur assumption 
implies that for any n E N, there is some (finite) root path wo,n with a length > n. 
Then the Bolzano-Weierstrass Theorem yields a subsequence (w,,,) such that (Wn) 
l(w,,,)> n and (S(W&),~N converges to some limit z E [0, 11. After this we can 
create a subsequence ( w,) of ( w,,,) with the following properties: 
(*) for every n, the length of We is likewise greater than n; 
(**) either (Vn) c(w,,) < z or (Vn) ~(w,,)s z. 
We now distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: We assume that z E (0, 1) or z cannot be written as z = ~02~~ where 
p, 9 E fU Then z can be uniquely represented as an infinitely long binary number 
z=0.a,a2aJ.. (e.g., z=O=O.OOO . . . . 2=1=0.1111..., 2=~=0.101010101...). 
This representation of z is used to construct he following path w. We start from 
the root ~0; if i E N\{O} and 9-1 is no leaf of B, then vi is the leftmost son if ai-1 = 0 
and the rightmost son if ai- = 1. 
Now we are able to finish our discussion of Case 1 by showing that w is indeed 
infinitely long. Let k E N\{O} be arbitrary. Then we can find some sufficiently large 
n > k such that {(w,,) is so close to z that the binary representation of t(w”) also 
begins with the (k + 1) digits aI,. . . , ak+, . Consequently, the first (k + 1) vertices 
in w are the same as in ~7~ so that the I;th vertex of w is not a leaf. As k is an 
arbitrary natural number, w does never arrive at any leaf and is infinite. 
Case 2: Let us now suppose that 0~ z < 1 and th;t there are. p, 4 E N such that 
z = pm 2-9. (This is the negation of the previous case.) Then the problem arises that 
z has two different representations as infinitely long binary numbers 
z=O.a,... a,OllllIll... and z=@.a,...a,ZOOOOO... . 
In this situation, we make use of (**). If for every rz J(w,b < z, then the first 
representation of z can be used to obtain an infinite path w; otherwise (Vn) l( w,) 2 z, 
and w is based on the second representation of z. In any case, the construction of 
t$ and the reasons Zor iis infinite length are the same as those of Case 1. 
The introduction to our geo ztrical automata and the discussion of their basic 
1;ropergies i 4;jpli~hd lb, fjs & __m;_,_r,,e. 2s t,hat nlenfy Qf randifipaflnnq qf our - 1 a**“U**.r- .,____ _ t 
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can be obtaitred by varying ilitk dra-&I& GA and their Ozark sets A Consideration 
of these extensions and variations of the GC o concept yields a large collection of 
oper, problems. 
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